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As their names are called, the delegates enter. The
speaker announces, “I want to give you a crisis
update before I make any motions.” Russia's
embassy in Indonesia has lost all contact, the crisis
in Taiwan has intensified, and the DPRK is in a
shaky position due to Russia-China tensions.
Preparing their speeches and taking their starting
positions, they are ready to race.

The race begins with the shooting of the pistol.
The Chinese, Indonesians, Pakistanis, and
Myanmar all brand Russia and Singapore as
“traitors”. China will be destroyed, according to the
USA. The Unmoderated Caucus follows. True
motives are revealed as they cross this patch and
form their directives. Big Brother i.e. the U.S. is
paired with its nemesis Russia and they both draft
a directive stating the USA would provide military
support to Taiwan. Russia considers Taiwan a free
country and breaks ties with Indonesia.

China and DPRK draft a 3 phase directive. Phase 1
aims to protect the head of state and attack the
Russian port; in Phase 2, DPRK declares war on the
South Korean army, followed by Phase 3 where
China would attack Taiwan. 

THE MUN RACETHE MUN RACE
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The third directive by the UK, France, and Ireland
states that they would take the side of diplomacy
and would not support the attacking party. As the
rough patch comes to an end, the delegates power
through the last part.

 Just as the delegates are finishing up, they are hit
by a major crisis. Seoul is a war zone because of
the conflict between DPRK and ROK. Due to its
expansion post Vladivostok, China has lost control
of its internal conflicts and there have been
multiple riots in Beijing and Shanghai. Due to the
vessel’s insufficient capacity, the American ships
can’t reach Taiwan. Russia claims China's border
regions on a new map. Taiwan is under attack.
Despite a standoff, China has not breached the
Taiwanese mainland. With this update, the
countries draft two resolutions, one by the PRC
and Myanmar, and the other by Taiwan and the
USA. In the end, as the countries approached the
finish line, both resolutions failed, bringing the
committee to an unfortunate defeat.

Journalist: Aadya Raikar
Illustrator: Sushant Kumar 06
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SUBJECT: LETTER GRADING:

REPORT CARD
Name: UNEP Committee 

2024-2025 

TEAMWORK PRESS NOTES:
The delegates who made the working papers had
excellent coordination within their team but
constantly tried to tear people outside their team
to bits. Teamwork is key not only within but
without as well! It is important to 
remember that everyone is working towards a
common goal.

DIPLOMACY

RESEARCH

PRESS NOTES:
The members of different blocks were not
exceedingly polite to each other and
in their speeches, fiery words were exchanged
with the Delegate of China
stating that the French Republic was “stuck in the
past” and “didn’t have its
own people’s support”.

PRESS NOTES:
The Delegate of New Zealand was confident and
had researched extremely well.
She had all the required information and learnt all
the statistics, enabling her
to give numerous rebuttals. No one dared to go up
against her.

B

C

A
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PUBLIC
SPEAKING

VOLUME
CONTROL

SUBJECT: LETTER GRADING:

PRESS NOTES:
The delegate of India spoke concisely and
intelligently during her 2v2 and was
quick to counter any point made by her
opposition with sheer facts and
well-thought-out logic. Most other delegates,
too, confidently made clever
observations and pertinent points during the
GSL.

IMPROVIS-
ATION

PRESS NOTES:
The delegate of France succinctly parried all
the questions posed to her by the
guest chair member. This fine display of her
improvisation skills and quick
thinking earned her the respect of said chair
member.

PRESS NOTES:
The delegates were quick to increase their
volume and talk among themselves
incredibly loudly. This was not appreciated
by the Executive Board, who took it
upon themselves to limit crosstalk and
maintain decorum. The committee must
learn to moderate the level of their voices.

B

C

A

 The delegates performed admirably towards the end of the committee session
and grew as a whole, participating in intelligent debates and using the
resources vailable to them. The clear passing of the first Bloc’s resolution
shows the progress of the team. We can’t wait to see what this committee has
to offer us in the future!

OVERALL NOTES
JOURNALIST:
SIDDHANT SRIDHRAN,
HAMZH KANCHWALA
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JOURNALIST: SIYA KINI, RIYA BHARDWAJ
ILLUSTRATOR: ANOUK DMELLO
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A
FISCAL
DRAMA

JOURNALIST: ADVAIT NAIR, KAVYA KULKARNI
ILLUSTRATOR: NETRA SONOCHATRA
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ACT II



(Enter Executive Board and all Delegates) 
Narrator :- The delegates of Bahrain, Pakistan,
Iran, form an alliance with assistance from the
U.S.A, to oppose state funded extremists in
Pakistan. 
Iran :- Delegate of USA, I support your country.
Bahrain:- Delegate of Iran, do you have no respect
for yourself? USA has destroyed and run
operations against your extremist organizations.
Iran :- We are working with the USA to counter
state funded extremism in Pakistan. 
Saudi Arabia: Everyone deserves a second chance,
therefore we will also be extending our support by
funding Pakistan.
India: Pakistan will fund those extremists! Do not
stop them! 
Cuba: I agree! 

(Enter delegate of Liechtenstein)
Liechtenstein: I beg to differ ! Delegates, as the 

ACT 2 SCENE 1
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FATF, is it not our duty as the FATF to give
countries a second chance when they make
mistakes? Pakistan has merely made a single
mistake,they deserve a chance. 
China: They haven’t made ONE mistake ONLY.
Liechtenstein: Appalling to hear you say that.
Narrator: A minor debate ensues, where other
delegates believe that the Netherlands is
exploiting the U.S.A. Subsequently, A 3V3 is
proposed: Iraq ,Bahrain and Pakistan vs India,
Netherlands and S.Jaishankar (Foreign Affairs
minister of India) 
(Exeunt all) 

ACT 2 SCENE 1
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(Enter all delegates,Executive Board and E.B
member playing Shri.S.Jaishankar) 
Narrator: The 3v3 starts out in an intensely
aggravated manner, before which the E.B calms
the delegates and restarts it in an organized
manner. 
Bahrain: Your country is stuck in the Past!
India: Your country is smaller than our smallest
state! 
Pakistan: Iran and Bahrain are helping me counter
extremists! You are the reason my country is like
this and the Netherlands and the U.K invaded me!
Netherlands: Nonsense! 
Iran: Extremism is occurring due to China's
influence ! 
S. Jaishankar :Well, Pakistan has attacked Kashmir
and civilians, consequently, they have played a
major role in causing extremism.
Narrator: The debate persists for sometime until it
stops , paving the way for another policy
discussion to unravel, this time centered on the
Israel-Hamas conflict. 
(Exeunt all)

ACT 2 SCENE 2
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(Enter Executive Board and all Delegates) 
Iran: Israel is an extremist! They have attacked
multiple innocents in Palestine! 
Bahrain: I agree!
North Korea: Not me! I believe Israel is right!
Israel:ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! I INVOKE ARTICLE
51 OF THE UN CHARTER! IT WAS PALESTINE
WHO ATTACKED ME FIRST ,I SHOULD HAVE
THE RIGHT TO DEFEND MYSELF! 
Australia :I agree! 
Narrator:Many great P.O.I’S are raised after that,
but Israel and Australia managed to combat them
effectively. 
Bahrain:Okay,how about this? We stop funding
Hamas and you will stop funding the IDF?
Israel:Okay,we have a deal! Bahrain:Great!
Narrator:The deal  is finalized, urging everyone to
make reports and send it in, thereby concluding
the committee. We hope you enjoyed the action!

ACT 2 SCENE 3

22
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Incident 1 Attempted Assassination of Trump Jr. by Belarus and
Russia

Incident 2 Attack of India on Beijing

Details of
Event

The delegates try to remain as cool as possible
while they get to the bottom of the crises through
intense negotiations. Upon further debate, it is
revealed that not Trump Junior, but a robot
impersonating Trump Junior had been assassinated! On
the other hand, the disarray caused by the attack on
Beijing leaves all the delegates scratching their
heads harder than Hitchcock and Scully trying to
solve a case. Questions were left unanswered, and
the confusion escalated faster than Boyle’s
obsession with food.

Actions
Taken

Upon seeing the turmoil, precisely like Terry’s
workout routine, the countries decided that coming
together and solving this crisis (pun intended) was
the only way to ensure world peace and security. The
delegates came together and formed blocs with other
countries while coming up with directives to solve
their differences. The USA bloc came forth with
their stance. Their motto was “There is always peace
after war”. After what felt like ages, the committee
session finally ended with a vote. Fortunately or
unfortunately, Russia, Belarus and Pakistan won.

The DISEC Police Report

Case Number: #2 Date: 20th May, 2074

Edition
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Summary In the midst of the chaos caused by the crises of
the attempted assassination of Trump Jr. and the
attack on Beijing by India- the delegates, embodying
the UN mantra of maintaining peace, equality, and
dignity of all the nations, successfully navigated
the situation like Captain Holt. Leaving no stone
unturned and with determination sharper than Rosa’s
glare, the delegates concluded the committee session
with the much-awaited voting, while also protecting
the peace and integrity of their nations.

Journalist: Tanisha Dutta,
Tvisha Narayan

Illustrator: Aarsh Sawant
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JOURNALIST: Jolene Kotian, Urja Kamat
ILLUSTRATOR: Samara Venkat



Once in the 21st century, in a land not so far away,
there was a battle between two countries. Their
names? Israel and Palestine. After a gruesome
battle of wits during which news arrived that Iran
had switched to Israel’s side, the war of resolutions
finally came.
Will these countries finally come to a compromise,
or will it end in a bloodshed?
Get ready to read one of the biggest controversies
in the Arab League. So ladies and gentlemen, are
you ready to rumble?
The first to strike was the Delegate of Israel who
presented the Pro-Israel resolution with its co-
author, the Delegate of Saudi Arabia. Their first
clause was that all Arab League nations must
combat the extremism acts by Iran and Hamas.
However, when Lebanon and Palestine questioned
the legitimacy and implications of the proposed
resolution, the EB removes the clause and says 

You need to let it go,
Need to let it go,

Nah to the ah to the, no, no, no" - No by Meghan Trainor

28

Both countries, disappointed in the EB’s decision,
hoped that the next clause - which encouraged the
international community to provide support for
the reconstruction and rehabilitation of essential
infrastructure - would be passed. After Palestine's
amendment to the clause that there must be
reconstruction and rehabilitation of everything
damaged by Israeli bombing, the clause finally
passed with ease. Allies of Israel certainly felt like
breaking into song saying



"Here comes the sun, doo-doo-doo-doo
Here comes the sun, and I say

It's alright"
- Here Comes The Sun by The Beatles

Unfortunately for them, the sun set quite quickly,
for the rest of their resolution did not pass. Only 3
clauses were accepted. You could say their
resolution was

"nothin' but a lost cause”
-Lost Cause by Billie Eillish

Then came the Pro-Palestine block written by the
Delegate of Palestine, Lebanon and Republic of
Sudan.
The Delegate of Afghanistan successfully passed the
amendment for charging Israel with the bill of
reconstructing the 105 mosques destroyed in war.
The delegate of Afghanistan said to the nations: 

“Well, anyway let me say, "You're welcome"
For the wonderful world you know” as rightly said by

Dwayne Johnson.

29

Clause 13 of the resolution was denied as countries
like Yemen, Venezuela and Syria were not powerful
enough to compensate for the losses of war.
The main ideas of the proposition to call for peace,
fair resolutions and justified rolls from countries
won the support of the majority of delegates. They
certainly are the ‘ Lucky Ones’ as Lana Del Ray
would say it. Palestine got almost everything it
wanted and walked out a free nation.
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In the Night Crisis Committee stands a politically unstable Germany for
the head of state has been tragically killed with no clear successor,
causing political turmoil in the entire committee. In the middle of
escalating national emergencies and fiery political altercations, a fierce
battle unfolds as delegates try to create a new era for Germany. Watch
as desperation, passion and ambition collide in the quest to claim
Germany’s future. Will a new leader rise from the ashes, or will the
country’s past dark shadows dictate the path forward? 

Episode 1
A national broadcast declared the Chancellor of Germany, Olaf Scholz, and Peter Mirow as the new vice chancellor with him
refusing to reveal who is the new chancellor of Germany. The committee began with delegates emphasising the intensity of not
having a chancellor and the importance of forming coalitions to bring back peace, prosperity and stability in the now-disordered
Germany. While Annelena Baerbock puts herself forward to lead the parliament and mentions her aims for carbon nuclearity by
2025 in Germany, Daniel Baldy angrily tells her how inconsiderate she is towards the death of the Chancellor of Germany. Will
Germany get a new chancellor and will that person be the right one? Watch this enthralling episode to know more.

Episode 2
Chaos in the room, tension on the faces of delegates, sweat trickling down their foreheads, only for one reason - Who should
be the new Chancellor? Lisa Badum and Karl Bar are in favour of Mr. Robert Habeck being elected as vice chancellor of
Germany. Karl Bar states that Germany has suffered a lot in the past due to dictatorship. The best decision right now would
be to elect the vice chancellor, Mr. Habeck, the head of The Greens Party as the new chancellor or so it seems… A few
members wanted Daniel Baldy, a teacher, to lead the Parliament. Who do you think will win - A teacher like Daniel Baldy or
Mr. Habeck?

Episode 3
In the middle of the chaos, Angela Merkel's reappointment as chancellor evokes haunting echoes of the nation's past, as she
advocates a return to the ideas of Adolf Hitler. However, when Angela was leaving the parliament building, a security officer,
loyal to the SDP, killed her. This led to the formation of a dangerous alliance led by Daniel Baldy and Philipp Amthor, who
promised to lead ethnic German nationalists down a perilous path. Can the nation resist its darkest impulses or will history
repeat it?

31Journalists- Siya Kini and Jolene Kotian
Illustrator - Sushant Kumar
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JOURNALIST: JOELENE KOTIAN

ILLUSTRATOR: ANOUK DMELLO
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Known for her meticulous preparation and
profound knowledge, Hermione Granger, would
craft resolutions and sway opinions with her
wealth of knowledge. Her dedication to noble
causes like house-elf rights would seamlessly
translate into championing global development
goals. With her persuasive charm and
unwavering determination, she would be a
force to reckon with in any debate. Be sure
not to upset her or else you will probably
hear something along the lines of,
"You are the most insensitive wart I ever had
the misfortune to meet." (OUCH!)

This delegate with his innate leadership
skills and ability to perform under pressure,
would navigate through crisis simulations
with ease. Harry Potter's speeches, filled
with passion and calls for justice, might
just go like this:
"Working hard is important. But there is
something that matters even more: believing
in yourself." (Certainly inspires you to bang
your tables in agreement, doesn't it?)

34



Ron Weasley may start as an underdog but
would quickly prove his worth with his
strategic thinking and ability to forge
alliances. His knack for humour and timing
(honed through years of chess games) would
diffuse tension and foster collaboration even
in the most challenging negotiations and if
someone underestimates the power of a good
alliance, he might suggest with a grin,
“You don't want to go making friends with the
wrong sort.”

Despite his controversial past, Draco Malfoy
would use his sharp wit and networking skills
to challenge opinions and push for change.
His commitment to reform and clever
negotiation tactics would earn him respect
and influence among delegates. This delegate
might
sneer at a failing proposal from an opposing
delegate, remarking with a mix of pride and
scorn,
"Honestly, if you were any slower, you’d be
going backwards."

35



As the chair of the committee, McGonagall would
command respect with her strict yet fair
leadership style. She would ensure that debates
remain focused and rules are upheld, but say an
unfortunate delegate turns up late,
"Perhaps it would be more useful if I
transfigured you into a pocket watch?"

Just as in the wizarding world, where diverse
personalities unite to overcome challenges, these
delegates, whether charismatic leaders or
supportive allies contribute to the collective
progress of diplomatic endeavours. So, the next
time you find yourself in a conference room or
committee session, imagine the Wizards of SMUN
navigating the intricacies of diplomacy, and
perhaps you'll see your role in a magical new
light.

36



I AM A JOURNALIST WHO CAN’T BE SUPPRESSED, 
AND THERE ARE MANY LIKE ME WHO ARE HARD TO IMPRESS. 
YOU WILL SEE THEM NOTING DOWN SPEECHES IN A QUICK
RACE, 
OUTWARDLY SHOWING DISAGREEMENT WITH A FROWN ON
THEIR FACE. 
THERE IS ALWAYS THAT ONE TALKATIVE JOURNALIST, 
LOOKING AT THE WATCH EVERY MINUTE ON HER WRIST, 
PATIENTLY WAITING FOR THE SPEECH TO END, 
TO GET BACK TO GOSSIPING WITH HER FRIEND. 
WHILE SOME JOURNALISTS EXCLAIM, “OH GOD! THIS IS SO
BORING”, 
OTHERS DRAW ON A PIECE OF PAPER, YAWNING AWAY TO     

PRESS

MAVERICK

THE

WORKING ON AN ARTICLE WITH THIS 
  “KNOW IT ALL”, 
     IS DEFINITELY LIKE TALKING TO A WALL. 
       THE ‘ENGLISH TOPPER’ WITHOUT A 
       DOUBT, IS A FUN JOURNALIST TO MEET.

GLORY. 
SOMETIMES YOU WILL SPOT AN ENTHUSIASTIC ONE, 
 JUMPING AROUND LIKE A SPRING, 
   WRITING EVERYTHING ABOUT MUN. 

“WHY DON’T YOU LET ME WRITE SOMETHING OF      
     MY OWN?”, 
        COMES FROM SOMEONE WHO LOVES 
           WORKING ALONE.  

37



IT’S TOUGH TO UNDERSTAND THEM WITHOUT ASKING THEM TO
REPEAT. 
THEIR METAPHORS AND SIMILES WILL LEAVE YOU
CONFOUNDED, 
YOUR OWN ENGLISH, YOU WOULD MOST CERTAINLY, HAVE
DOUBTED. 
ARMED WITH A SMALL NOTEPAD AND A CLICK PEN, 
THE ‘QUOTE COLLECTOR’ WILL MAKE ALL DELEGATES SAY
THEIR SPEECHES AGAIN. 
THEY ARE ADAMANT TO GET ALL THE QUOTES RIGHT, 
EVEN IF THEY MAKE DELEGATES REPEAT THEIR ENTIRE
POLITICAL FIGHT. 
“HOW AM I EVER GOING TO FINISH THESE ARTICLES ON TIME?” 
THIS IS COMMON TO THOSE JOURNALISTS WHO STRESS OVER
DEADLINES. 
YOU WILL SEE THEM ALL WORKED UP WHEN THEY LOSE THEIR
WI-FI, 
PANICKING AND SWEATING AND LOOSENING UP THEIR TIE. 
BUT LET'S NOT FORGET THAT THIS QUIRKY BUNCH, 
GIVES US INFORMATION THAT’S NOT BASED ON A HUNCH, 
THEY KEEP US INFORMED AND UP-TO-DATE, 
WHILE ALSO KEEPING US ENTERTAINED!

Journalist - Siya Kini 
Illustrator - Sushant Kumar
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UN WORD MAZE!

A CROSSWORD PUZZLE

JOURNALIST: Naamya Aggarwal
‘ILLUSTRATOR:  Samara Venkat
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ACROSS
2. This committee aided in the promotion,

enforcement, and verification of the Treaty on

the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

3. This  committee is famous for its colour -

coded notices

4. This committee deals with the problems of

countries lying in the Fertile Crescent 

6. This committee is humanity’s last resort to

end the Russia-Ukraine war

1. This committee is for the best of the best

delegates and press members

3. This financial agency works closely with the

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

5. This committee has been instrumental in the

rehabilitation of refugees across the globe

DOWN

ANSWER
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STEP 1: PRIMER

A TUTORIAL FOR MUNNERS

Diplomatic GlamDiplomatic Glam

STEP 2: FOUNDATION

STEP 3: CONCEALER

STEP 4: HIGHLIGHTER

STEP 5: EYESHADOW

Start by priming your face, l ike a well prepared
delegate perfects their arguments - flawless
and ready for debate. Remember, in MUN and
makeup ,  preparation is key!

Apply your foundation evenly to perfect your
base, just l ike you’ll  lay the groundwork for your
debate. Build a strong base to support your
makeup, just as thorough preparation supports
successful debate.

Concealer is your secret weapon! Conceal any
imperfections,because sometimes in MUN,
you need to hide your weaknesses and
highlight your strengths!Concealing is the
final step to perfecting your base.

Choose a good highlighter to i l luminate your
face and highlight your strengths in
challenging debates! Let your glow be as
radiant as your speeches, garnering attention
and interest one word at a time!

Create a coalition of eye shadow colors that just
work together, similar to how you’ll  work with
other delegates to find resolutions to global
challenges. Remember, teamwork makes the
dream work – and the eye shadow pop!

41



STEP 6: MASCARA

STEP 7: LIPSTICK

STEP 8: SETTING
SPRAY

Lengthen and volumize your lashes with
mascara, because bold statements are essential
in both MUN and makeup. Bat those lashes l ike
you mean business, conveying confidence and
determination with every flutter.

Choose a l ipstick shade that exudes
confidence, just l ike your arguments in
committee.Be calm,collected and confident
and watch as heads turn in admiration of your
eloquence.

Finish with a setting spray to ensure your
makeup (and resolutions) stay intact through the
longest of sessions. Because in MUN, as in
makeup, you need staying power to weather any
storm!

WITH YOUR MAKEUP COMPLETE AND YOUR MUN GAME STRONG,
YOU’RE NOW MUN-READY FOR THE CONFERENCE!

JOURNALIST: AARINI NOWAL
ILLUSTRATOR: YUVANA DONGRE 
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